ART. 485]
PROBLEMS ON  CONDENSERS.
255
the ratio of the charge Q on A to the difference of the potentials of A3 B) is then given by                             ~=a'-/3
When the dielectric fills the whole space between A and Bt we have CT=a', ~U'~j$ ; so that the effect of introducing the dielectric is to multiply the capacity by K.
The potential energy of the system is by Art. 61 equal to £2EV. The effect of introducing the dielectric shell C is to diminish the internal potential of the shell A, leaving that of B unaltered. The potential energy is therefore diminished by
485. Ex. 1. A spherical shell (whose inner radius is c) and a solid concentric conductiDg sphere (radius a) are charged with quantities ±E of electricity. The space between is filled with two dielectrics separated by a third sphere of radius 6.
Prove that the capacity 7 is given by -=( — b)W+\b -- ) J? '        [Coll. Ex.]
This result follows at once from Kelvin's theorem (Art. 483).   Let Q be the charge on the sphere of radius a.    When the separating medium is  air, the potentials V and U at the surfaces of the spheres a and b are V=Q/a-Qlc,    U=Q/b~Q/c.
The effect of the dielectric is to reduce the potential within the sphere a to the
value                   r=F
The capacity required is Q/V.
Ex. 2. A spherical conductor of radius a is surrounded by a concentric spherical conducting shell of radius b and the space between is filled with a dielectric of specific inductive capacity /j,e~v~Jp* (where p = r]a) at a distance r from the centre. Prove that the capacity of the condenser so formed is 2/jrt J(ec-e) where c = b-ja*.                                                                              [Coll. Ex. 1896.]
Ex. 3. Prove that the capacity of two parallel plates, separated by air and placed at a distance apart equal to 0, will be increased 7i-fold by introducing between them a slab of substance whose specific inductive capacity is K and thickness
z            where n
K.
[Coll. Ex. 1900.]
Ex. 4. A condenser is formed of two parallel plates, whose distance apart is h, one of which is at zero potential. The space between the plates is filled with a dielectric whose specific inductive capacity K increases uniformly from one plate to the other. Prove that the capacity per unit area of the condenser is
**/
where K-^ and K2 are the values of K at the surfaces of the plates, the inequality of
the distribution at the edges of the plates being neglected.       [Math. Tripos, 1899.]
Ex. 5.    Three closed surfaces 1, 2, 3 are equipotentials of an electric field; if an
air condenser is constructed with faces 1, 2, its capacity is A; with faces 2, 3 the
capacity is B; if with 1, 3, the capacity is G.   Prove -=-+—.
If a dielectric K fill the space 1, 2 and one K' fill 2, 3, prove that the capacity of
the condenser having 1, 3 for faces is - =—-~ -j- -—j-t.           [St John's Coll. 1898.]
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